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profitable to hold sterling if tie rate of interest'
paid on balances m London is lugher than that
paid in other financial centres And it may be
considered safe to hold sterling if the chances of
sterling devaluation (wluch would automatically
reduce the value of the balances in tenns of any
currency which did not devalue) are thought to
An increase in the sterling balances enables
Britain to finance <m adverse balance on current
plus long term capital ..ccount without reducing
the gold and foreign exchange reserves Con
versely a reduction in sterling balances can impose
a dram on reserves even if there Is no adverse
balance on current plus long term capital account
At the end of IfiSfi sterling balances held by
non residents (excluding the International Hone
tary Fund) amounted to £3 470 million far in
excess of Britain b reserves of gold and convertible
currencies equal to £1 070 million Nearly three
Quarters of this amount w~s held by the rest of
the sterling area However it is unlikely that
Britain would be able to finance a persistent
deficit in her balance of payments through a
progressive increase in the steihng balances m
the long run the sterling balances will probably
be reduced—as indeed they were between 1955
and 1965 by some £200 million Many under
developed countries of the sterling area will want
to run down their sterling balances in order to
help finance *he imports recimred for their de
velopment programmes (see also (J33)
Sterling holdings outside the sterling area and
particularly the unofficial (t e private) holdings
are highly volatile m that they may be withdrawn
very rapidly JF for any reason it Is thought less
profitable or less safe to hold sterling than some
other currency or gold Since confidence in
sterl ing is weakest [»e fear that it will be devalued
is greatest) when the balance of payments is m
deficit sterling balances tend to move perversely
so accentuating movement in the reserves Such
was the case in the sterling crisis at the end of
1964 It is ironical that Britain s position as an
international currency countrv makes it more and
not less difficult to reb on a running down of
reserves to meet a temporary deficit m the balance
of payments
Foreign Exchange Reserves
The gold and convertible currency reserves are
used to finance payments abroad which cannot be
financed m any other way they are a last line of
defence in international trade The reserves held
m London belong to the sterling area as a whole
and not just to this country Members of the
sterling area are willing to pay Into these central
reserves some or all of their net earnings of gold
and convertible currencies in exchange for ster
ling balances They do this on the understanding
that they can should they wish to do so call upon
the central leserves by exchanging sterling
balances for gold and convertible currencies
The central reserves of gold and foreign curren-
cies amounted to £1 070 million at the end of 1865
a level which though higher than in many previous
post war years was felt to be quite inadequate
There are bound to be imbalances in international
trade and payments and the function of these
reserves is to tide over temporary unbalances by
Increasing reserves in favourable periods and
running down reserves in unfavourable periods
If reserves are not sufficient to withstand tem
porary pressures measures to protect the reserves
will have to be taken—eg raising Bank Bate
and tightening up monetary policies generally—
and these measures may create unemployment
and recession and restrict the growth of the
economy
The International Monetary Fund
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) was
set up after the war with the objective of working
towards free trade at stable exchange rates
Under the original agreement setting up the Fund
members agreed to make their currencies convert
ible into other currencies and gold at fixed rates
of exchange and. agreed not to impose exchange
or Import controls without the permission of the
I"und Any alteration in the rates of exchange
by more than 10 per cent also requires the per
 mission of the Fund For many years after the
war the imbalances in world trade—and particu
laily the acute shortage of dollars—were such that
many countries had to invoke the clauses in the
agreement which permitted them to impose re
strictions dunng a transitional period Al
though there is still a long way to go before the
Fund reaches its objectives considerable progress
towards them tv as made during the 1950s The
piogressive relaxation of exchange and import
controls by this country was paralleled in some
other countries and most of the currencies un
portant in world trade and payments were de
clared convertible
The function of the Fund is to make 'oreign
exchange resources available to members who run
into balance of payments difficulties Each
member country makes a deposit (called its quota)
partly in gold and partly m its own currencies
with the Fund The size of the deposit is fixed
in relation to the country s share m world trade
In return it is granted certain automatic drawing
rights which entitle it to borrow foreign currencies
from the Fund Furthermore the Fund has
power to make larger loans and to grant stand by
credits to be drawn on if required Before the
Fund will make such loans and credits available
it has to be satisfied that the bonowins country
is taking appropriate action to correct the balance
of payments disequilibrium
In 1956 at the time of the Suez crisis theie was
a running down of sterling balances and Britain
negotiated a loan of £202 million nom the Fund
and an even larger standby credit Again m
1964 and 1965 when there was a severe deficit on
current and long term capital account and heavy
speculation against sterling the Government
borrowed from the IMF £369 million m 1964
and £4S9 million hi 1965 In this way the country
could ride out crises of confidence in sterling
without a severe loss of reserves
Correcting a Deficit
If an unbalance m the current plus long term
capital account persists the deficit cannot be met
indefinitely from monetary movements At some
stage the Government must take action to remove
the deficit What action can it take? There are
a number of alternatives available each with its
advantages and disadvantages and economic
opinion is by no means unanimous on the choice
of policy Let us consider each of these altema
tives in turn
Variation of the Exchange Bate
The ewlwwe rate is the ruling official rate of
exchange of pounds for gold and other currencies
It determines the value of British goods m relation
to foreign goods If the pound is devalued in
terms of gold and. other currencies British exports
(which are paid for in pounds) become cheaper to
foreigners and British imports (paid for by pur
chasing foreign currency) become more expensive
to holders of pounds In this way devaluation
can improve the British balance of payments
position by encouraging exports and discouraging
imports
But there are certain disadvantages attached
to devaluation. The prospect of devaluation
results m a speculative outflow of foreign funds
and one devaluation may be taken as a sign that
there will be further devaluation in the future
Secondly the sterling area countries—many of
them underdeveloped—will suffer a capital loss
because thev hold their reserves largely In the
form of sterling rather than gold (but see G33)
Thirdly the rise in the price of imports of raw
materials and consumption goods results in higher
costs and prices and then in wage demands to
maintain the British standard of living It is
possible that inflation will in this way neutralise
the beneficial effects of devaluation
The pound was devalued in 1849 when an
official exchange rate of £1 = $28 was established
and again in 1967 to a rate of £1 = $24.
Exchange Controls and Convertibility
A currency is fufly eonverfoble If it can be freely
exchanged for any other currency or for gold at
the ruling official rates of exchange Exchange
controls impose restrictions on convertibility by

